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Ampeg SVT-VR A classic Ampeg valve amplifier head for the software world, the Ampeg SVT-VR is a
small but mighty 20W amplifier head that will take your computer to the next level! Ampeg V2.0 is

the software version of the famed V2.0 tube-amp model of the Ampeg SVT-VR. This version captures
the true character of the Ampeg SVT-VR amp model in the programmable variety of state-of-the-art
modeling technology. All the original aspects of the Ampeg SVT-VR are still present including valve

gain-ramp circuits, natural compression, and the classic Ampeg valve tone. The Ampeg SVT-VR V2.0
is a state-of-the-art mastering modeling option for those who want to create real tube character in
their plugins. IK was the first to bring the legendary tone of some of the most iconic bass amps and

cabinets ever created to the modeling software world with the acclaimed official Ampeg SVX
collection. IK Multimedia, the true pioneers of amps and effects modeling technology for modern

players, have expanded the SVX 2, adding the new Rocktaver and Phasifier pedals to the original six
varieties of SVT-type amp heads and speaker cabinets. mmsf urine fuck me like a prick for nothing
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When asked about the legendary design of the ampeg amp, nothing
is more telling than the staggering natural tone of the amplifier.

Ampeg amps are created in the same way as every great guitar is
built, using the highest quality components and meticulously

assembled to the highest standards. It is only natural that ampeg
amps are made to last.You can set up Ampeg amps with the same

care and attention you use in your guitar or bass amplifier. All Ampeg
amps have a push-pull power supply and use stereo RCA preamps.

This provides maximum headroom with a natural tone. The amplifier
uses class A and B vacuum tubes to handle the two channels. The
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gain setting is channel-selectable. There is even an optional mid-
position switch to give more flexibility in your volume settings.

Current-limiting diodes prevent electrical damage to the tubes.Ampeg
amplifiers are driven by an OEM-quality, custom-designed power

transformer. The chassis itself is constructed of heavy-duty steel and
wood, while the power supply uses an iron base plate for maximum
stability and optimum acoustic design. The under-cabinet speaker

binding posts are gold plated for durability. The Ampeg line of Class A
and Class AB power amplifiers has always been the highest quality

and best value product in the American market. These power
amplifiers have been built with high quality, reliable tube equipment,

and are manufactured in accordance to the highest standards and
built to last. These were the principles that started the Ampeg

Company and have been upheld ever since. Ampegs may not be the
cheapest power amps on the market, but they are far from the least.
On average, they are a great value. They are an exceptional choice

for many categories of applications. 5ec8ef588b
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